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Background and Preparation

Platinum complexes (PCs) are known for their chemotherapeutic properties since the

discovery of the anticancer drug cisplatin.[1] Thousands of biologically active PCs have

since been synthesised, however the mechanism by which their cytotoxicity is exerted is

often ambiguous.[2–4] Among the many spectroscopic techniques that have been used to

elucidate the activity of these complexes,[5–7] pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is increasingly popular among chemists and

biochemists. This technique can be used to determine the translational diffusion coef-

ficient (D) and effective hydrodynamic radius (rS) of compounds in solution, char-

acteristics that can reveal information regarding compound size and chemical behaviour.

In a PGSE experiment, the sample is subjected to two gradient magnetic pulses, each of

which induces a phase shift in the nuclear spins of the sample. If diffusion does not occur

during the time between the pulses, the second pulse will realign the spins and the NMR

signal is maximised. However, if diffusion occurs, the spins will not completely realign

and the signal will be attenuated.[8–10] Conducting the experiment at varying gradient

strengths allows the generation of a curve that can be fitted to calculate D (Fig. 1).

PGSE NMR is non-invasive and is also sensitive to concentrations and diffusion

coefficients as low as,0.1mM and 10�15m2 s�1, respectively.[10–12] It has been used

to probe aggregation, ion pairing, and reaction mechanisms of metal complexes;[13–15]

yet, its use to study PCs is limited. Examples of recent and future applications are

presented below.

Applications

Complex Structure and Aggregation

The simplest application of PGSE NMR is for the calculation of rS values and

the detection of aggregation of PCs in solution. Measurements of 1H and 31P NMR

signals of several PCs using PGSE NMR showed that both ligand geometry and

molecular weight affect the rS values of PCs.
[16] Aggregation studies were performed

on [(5,6-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)(1S,2S-diaminocyclohexane)platinum(II)]2þ

(56MESS) and [Pt(terpyridine)Cl]þ. Measurements of D over a range of

concentrations showed that these compounds aggregate into nanorods of 0.45–3.9 nm

in length (Fig. 2). This concentration-dependent aggregation may influence the

biological activity of PCs.[17]

Host–Guest Interactions

PGSE NMR was used to study the host–guest association of 56MESS and other deri-

vatives with substituted calix[4]arene and b-cyclodextrin.[18] The diffusion of

56MESS, [(5,6-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)(1R,2R-diaminocyclohexane)platinum

(II)]2þ (56MERR), and [(5,6-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)(1,2-diaminoethane)

platinum(II)]2þ (56MEEN) decreased markedly upon addition of the host compounds,

indicating that association had occurred (Table 1).
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Fig. 1. A typical pulsed gradient spin-echo (PGSE) NMR experiment, showing the

attenuation of the NMR signal with increasing gradient strength, the equation used to

calculate D, and a typical PGSE pulse sequence.
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Fig. 2. Schematic showing the aggregation of [(5,6-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)

(1S,2S-diaminocyclohexane)platinum(II)]2þ (56MESS), as determined in reference

[17]. The green lines represent the p-stacking interactions between each complex.

Counter ions have been omitted for clarity.

Table 1. Diffusion coefficients of 56MESS, 56MERR, and 56MEEN with and
without equimolar concentrations of p-sulfonatocalix[4]arene (s-CX[4]) or car-

boxylated b-cyclodextrin (c-b-CD) in D2O
[18]

56MESS, [(5,6-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)(1S,2S-diaminocyclohexane)platinum
(II)]2þ; 56MERR, [(5,6-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)(1R,2R-diaminocyclohexane)
platinum(II)]2þ; 56MEEN, [(5,6-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)(1,2-diaminoethane)

platinum(II)]2þ

Platinum complex Diffusion coefficient (� 10�10m2 s�1)

c-b-CD (2mM) s-CX[4] (0.5mM)

Free Bound Free Bound

56MESS 4.00 2.07 4.17 2.62

56MERR 4.10 2.01 4.17 2.64

56MEEN 4.81 2.28 �A �A

AThe diffusion coefficient of 56MEEN with s-CX[4] could not be measured at concentrations of

0.5mM or lower because of the high signal-to-noise ratio during the experiment.
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Interactions with Biomolecules

PGSE NMR has been used sparingly for characterising interactions between PCs and

biomolecules. The association of complexes 56MESS, 56MERR, and 56MEEN with

bovine serum albumin (BSA) was determined previously.[19] Diffusion experiments

were performedwhereby a ‘two-site’model was used; this assumed that PCs could bind

to any n identical sites of BSA, as represented by:

BSAþ PC Ð BSA � � � PC
For each PC, n was ,10 and the average apparent association constant (Kapp) of

the sites was ,102–103M�1. Circular dichroism (CD) and fluorescence studies

suggested that n was ,1 and Kapp was ,105–106M�1. However, these techniques

measured discreet changes in the CD and fluorescence of BSA respectively, whereas

PGSE NMR results were representative of the general diffusion of BSA–PC. It is

possible that the Kapp values determined by CD and fluorescence were representative

of the strongest BSA–PC binding, whereas those determined by PGSE NMR were

an average of all binding sites, including those with comparatively low affinity,

resulting in an overall lower Kapp. PGSE NMR may provide novel insights into the

subtle interactions of these complexes with DNA considering the differences in the n

and Kapp values determined for BSA–PC interactions. This will be the focus of

future studies.
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